
Koch Classic

Congratulation on your selection of  Koch Cabinets for your home!  This finish is quite different

from our standard stain finish.  Your satisfaction is important to us and we want you to be fully 

informed about the characteristics of our painted finish.

On wood products, movement is typical due to changes in the climate conditions.  This may cause 

the hairline cracks at the stiles, rails and joints that you will see. Panel shrinkage may also occur in 

the door panel of your cabinetry.  Over time there may be a slight color change in this finish due to 

exposure to natural and artificial light. You may see some wood grain telegraph thru

the paint finish, especially Oak.  

Black and Charcoal Blue colors may amplify the natural flaws in the wood that may be hidden

by lighter colors. 

Koch Rub Thru finish is done by hand in our factory. There is no consistency to where

the rub thru is going to be on your cabinet doors and drawer fronts.  Rub Thru

technique may vary from piece to piece in your cabinets. Rub through will expose

natural wood color and will be random in stiles, rails and in raised panels.

This variation is not considered a defect and is not considered a warranty issue.

I have read the above information and I acknowledge that Koch and Company does not

consider the natural wood movement and characteristics of the painted finish I have chosen

to be a warranty issue.

FORMS

PAINTED AND RUB THRU FINISH

SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE 

____________________________________
Customer

__________________________________ 
Dealer

_______________________________________________   

Order Date and Dealer PO#

_________________________________________________________________________   

Using Adobe Reader, download this form, fill it out and and attach to your Cab Connect order

Your order will not be processed until this form is signed and sent to Koch and Company
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